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Editorial Letter (Developmental Focus) 

Dear Author, 

I’ve read through the first few chapters of Lessons in Magic and provided a sample 

developmental edit for Chapter One. I really enjoyed getting to know your main characters in 

what I think is a fun and engaging opening to a supernatural romance! 

 Below, I list a few suggestions for polishing the first chapter, which you can apply to 

other areas of the manuscript as well where needed. Tracked edits will help you see the context 

for these suggestions. Please let me know if you have any questions. If this sample proves 

helpful, I’d be happy to work with you on a full edit for your manuscript. 

• I loved Phoebe’s snarky and slightly self-deprecating humor, which made for a relatable 

voice that I’m sure other readers will enjoy. In the first chapter, I notice that in describing 

her personality, her past, and her present intentions, you use the past perfect “she had” 

quite a bit. This is a sign that you may have a problem with perspective, which can be 

solved in one of two ways. The easy approach is through copyediting; by moving from 

the past perfect to the simple past, you can ground your writing a little more in the 

present moment for readers who may not be too concerned with what’s happened long 

ago before the novel begins. The more challenging approach is a developmental change; 

with the rest of your story written in close third, an omniscient narrator causes readers to 

feel detached from Phoebe and may not be the best fit. I’d recommend situating this 

opening scene firmly in the present moment to keep the story smooth and connected. 

• Take notice of a few instances when you’re telling more than showing—explaining 

things like past events too frequently or providing too much background on a character or 

event that readers don’t necessarily need to know. This can prevent readers from staying 

interested and engaged in Phoebe’s journey. 

• I noticed some repetition when describing character emotions, as with Noah’s pain, 

which can frustrate readers who quickly understand what he’s experiencing and don’t 

need to be told twice. Here would be a great opportunity to combine some sentences to 

move from providing too much of the same type of detail to providing just enough to 

drive the point (or emotion) home with fewer words. This would cut down on some 

repetitive areas and improve the pacing. 

• You can afford to lean on pronouns a bit more to avoid repeating proper nouns too 

frequently. Look for areas throughout the manuscript where you can swap out a 

character’s name for a pronoun or vice versa to vary the language and improve 

readability. 

Again, let me know of any questions or concerns you may have. Thank you for the opportunity to 

offer you feedback and take a peek at Lessons in Magic! 

Best, 

Alyssa 
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Lessons in Magic 

 

 It was her fault. Everyone in town knew that Great Aunt Edna was a witch, but 

Phoebe Cabot didn’t pay the gossips any mind. 

 So it was her fault. One, for ignoring what her aunt’s rather astute neighbors had 

noticed over the course of forty years of living next to her, and two, for dropping the vials 

at the precise moment she crossed over the chalked outline of the pentagram. 

 She’d [AU: You get in the habit of using the past perfect “had” frequently enough 

in this chapter to be noticeable to readers, which can make them feel as if not enough is 

happening with the characters in the present moment—it’s only describing past events 

readers haven’t seen but are being told about. I’d suggest changing these to match the 

simple past you typically use in the chapter or removing this omniscient perspective so 

you keep readers in the present and avoid the appearance of info-dumping about the past. 

I’ve highlighted other instances of this, but you may want to review the rest of the ms as 

well.] intended to clean out the gardening shed, which Edna had always persisted in 

calling her workshop, because Phoebe was going to sell the house. Then she was going to 

put the money in the bank and move to some third world country where she could live on 

a dollar a day. That was the plan.  

 Until she dropped the damned vials. 

 She’d always been clumsy, despite the ballet lessons, the cheer lessons, and – in a 

last dint of effort, for Linda Sue Cabot didn’t like to give up on her only beloved daughter 

– martial arts lessons. 
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 So it was a foregone conclusion that she was going to drop something. Ordinarily, 

Phoebe was resigned to such things happening and she had propped a broom just inside 

the door in order to facilitate cleanup for when she did drop something. But why those 

damned vials, at that precise moment – 

 They were crystal vials – worth something, and that was why she cursed when she 

dropped them. Unfortunately, many years previously, she had picked up a heretofore 

innocuous habit of substituting names for swear words. Since she didn’t like to insult 

God, if She happened to be listening, Phoebe had always taken demons’ names in vain. 

Her uncle Archibald had taught her this trick when she was three because it sent Edna 

into a froth and that was always good fun. 

 But not today. 

 Today, she stepped over the chalked line – she hadn’t really noticed it – and 

tripped in her usual graceless fashion, and dropped the vials. 

 “Oh, in the name of the unholy Selenius Minor!” she cursed. “Damn it all!” 

 That was when she heard a sharp bang, like a screen door slapping shut, and then 

a puff of black acrid smoke billowed up from the floor and the hell spawn manifested. 

 Not that she realized this at the time. 

 She assumed that the liquid in the vials had created a combustion of some sort – 

completely in keeping with the kinds of goings-on you could expect at Edna’s.  

She was about to go for the broom when she saw the creature. She couldn’t help 

herself. She dropped to her knees and ruffled the Jack Russell terrier’s ears and crooned, 

“Aren’t you a good girl?” whereupon the dog lifted its leg and Phoebe instantly corrected 

herself. “What a sweet boy!” 
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 The terrier barked and happily wagged its tail. She swept him up into her arms so 

he wouldn’t step into the broken glass and cut a paw.  

 His pink tongue darted out and marked her as one of the Chosen. 

 Not that she realized this at the time. 

 She giggled and snuggled closer. “Where did you come from, sweetie?” she 

asked. “I know Edna didn’t have any pets.” She had always wondered why; it seemed 

like Edna should have a familiar, at least. 

 She checked the dog for a collar but didn’t see one. The irresponsibility of some 

pet owners astounded her. 

 Still, the dog seemed happy, well-fed and well-groomed, so his owners couldn’t 

have been all that awful. Maybe she shouldn’t be so judgmental. Jack Russells were 

supposed to be very intelligent and full of energy. Maybe he’d lost his collar or slipped 

out of it and run away, or somehow gotten lost. 

 She’d put an ad in the paper tomorrow – it was too late to make today’s deadline. 

Then she’d call the Humane Society and the local vets to find out if any anxious owners 

were looking for a lost dog.  

 “Come on, sweetie,” she said, walking towards the shed door. “Let’s get out of 

here.” She closed the door behind her. She stepped out of the pentagram and the sole of 

her left shoe dragged against the chalked line, erasing it.  

 Not that she realized this at the time. 

 The mouth of hell, a broken pentagram, hell spawn warmly welcomed into the 

human world. 

 The terrier wagged its tail again. 
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* 

 

 Noah Rossi lifted his head. The tingling at the base of his skull, the hint of threat, 

bloomed into a full-blown migraine. He dropped the menu and clutched his temples; if 

someone had taken a sledgehammer to his skull it would conceivably have hurt less. 

 Musgrave jumped to his feet. He was older, more experienced, and, Noah 

supposed, drunk enough that the sensations didn’t overwhelm him quite as much as they 

overwhelmed Noah. 

 “Who?” Noah managed to gasp out. The pain was blinding. He was beginning to 

understand why Musgrave drank. “What?”  

 Musgrave was throwing money on the table and lifting Noah by the arm out of his 

chair. With his free hand, Musgrave grabbed his topcoat from the coat rack and his 

walking stick from the corner where he’d propped it and then they were out of the front 

door almost before Noah realized they were leaving the restaurant. Musgrave flagged a 

cab and bundled him in without even complaining about the cost. 

 Musgrave gave the cabbie an address in Chelsea, presumably one of his safe 

houses, and the driver grunted and pulled into the traffic on 42nd.  

 Noah did not utter a word; it was all he could do not to utter a sound – he wanted 

to moan with pain. He gripped his skull tightly and tried to ride it out, to rise above it, but 

the pain wanted his full attention; it grabbed him and shook him. [AU: Because you 

describe Noah’s pain several times throughout this scene, it starts to become a little 

redundant. Capturing a character’s emotions in one sentence will pack a more powerful 
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punch and drive the point home to readers. Over-delivering these details can frustrate 

readers who are smart enough to understand how he’s feeling and ready to move on and 

learn the source of Noah’s pain.] 

 “Steady, now,” Musgrave was saying softly, patting his shoulder, which was 

weirdly more comforting than he would have thought possible. “Just a few minutes. 

Almost there.” 

 Noah was pathetically grateful for the comfort. Another wave of pain crashed 

over him, bringing with it the most intense nausea he had ever felt and he almost vomited 

all over Musgrave’s shoes. Musgrave [AU: There are a few areas where pronouns can be 

used in place of proper nouns (“he” instead of “Musgrave”) so that this doesn’t read as 

too repetitive. There are several “Musgraves” in this and surrounding paragraphs, so to 

vary the language you can swap in a pronoun if we know the “he” refers to the last 

mentioned character.] muttered a brief incantation and the pain eased a little and the 

nausea abated. Musgrave was fastidious about his person. 

 “Here we go,” Musgrave said as the cab slewed to a stop. He handed money over 

to the cabbie and came around to help Noah out. Noah’s knees almost buckled taking the 

first step up to the brownstone Musgrave led him toward and then he was inside, mostly 

by virtue of Musgrave muscling him in – who knew the old fat man would have that kind 

of strength in his arm? 

 Noah collapsed on a sofa as another starburst of pain exploded behind his eyes 

and he almost passed out.  

 When he swam back to full awareness, he could see that Musgrave had dropped 

his coat and walking stick on the armchair across from Noah and was doing something in 
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the kitchen. He could hear the clink of glass and then the hiss of Musgrave’s incantation 

– he’d always liked the more sibilant of the arcane languages – and then Musgrave came 

back into the room with a steaming potion that looked, and tasted, remarkably like 

Twining’s English Breakfast tea. For all Noah knew, that was what it was. Musgrave 

wasn’t much of one for potions. 

 He drank the whole cup down and the rage of the pain eased back until it was 

only a leashed tiger waiting in the darkness to pounce.  

 He kept his eyes closed and and focused for a moment on breathing. Then he 

licked his lips and said, “What the hell?” 

 Musgrave now took a moment to hang up his coat in the closet and rest his 

walking stick out of the way. He sat down in the armchair, steepled his fingers, looked 

over at Noah and said, “That, my friend, was a Summoning.” 

 Noah had expected the explanation – really, what else could it be? – but it still 

took an effort to keep from groaning aloud. “I’m assuming, from the headache, that it was 

successful?” 

 Musgrave shrugged. “From your reaction, I would say yes. But you tell me.” 

 Noah sighed, pressing the tips of his fingers against his temples. The headache 

hadn’t entirely disappeared. “I suppose it’s in my jurisdiction.” 

 “You know, we usually like to see a bit more confidence in the Elect.” 

 Noah scowled at him, which made the headache come dancing back. “Don’t call 

me that.” 

 Musgrave shrugged again, then reached for the decanter on the table at his elbow 

and poured himself a glass of sherry. He didn’t offer Noah any – they had previously 
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established Noah’s distaste for the spirit – gave him a brief salute with the glass and took 

a bigger gulp than decorum allowed before thumping the glass back down on the table. 

 In the time that Noah had come into his power, he had learned that whatever his 

experience of the temporal world, he had the worst luck ever in the otherworldly realm. 

Exhibit A, his drunken Guide. Exhibit B, his lack of clear understanding of not only what 

he was supposed to do but how the hell he was supposed to do it. If it hadn’t been for his 

father believing in his, er, calling, he would have surrendered himself to the care of a 

competent psychiatrist a long time ago.  

 Exhibit C. His father was dead before he could pass on whatever it was he should 

have passed on to his only son and heir. 

 “So,” he said through the vise of the headache. “I suppose we’ll have to use a 

locator incantation.” 

 “Confidence, my friend,” Musgrave said. “Confidence.” 

 Noah scowled again. “I have never felt ‘fake it till you make it’ was good advice 

for anyone to follow.” 

 “If we wait for mastery,” Musgrave said, “we’ll all be dead.”  

 


